EMPLOYEE POLICY HANDBOOK
Dear Employee,

We are pleased to welcome you into our business family.

As a new member of our family, we have prepared this handbook to further acquaint you with our organizations and help answer any initial questions you might have.

Our goals are simple – to furnish a clean, comfortable and interesting atmosphere, and provide quality food with professional service. When we accomplish these goals efficiently, our customers will be satisfied and will continue to visit Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern. They will also recommend us to their friends and thereby help build our business.

You play an important role in reaching these goals and we want to know you have our support and in order to help you understand what we expect we have created this policy handbook. Each policy is explained in an uncomplicated manner. The fulfillment of the policies in this handbook are conditions for your employment. Discuss any questions you might have with your manager or one of us.

We wish you much success with our companies and hope you find working with us here on Mackinac Island a rewarding experience.

Sincerely,

Patti Ann and Steven Moskwa, Owners
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Section A – FOR THE RECORD

Company History

Horn’s Gaslight Bar
In 1915 Ed Horn began working for the Michigan Life Saving Service located at Round Island Lighthouse before the U.S. Coast Guard was in charge of lighthouses. He was stationed on Mackinac Island with his wife, Violet, and their three sons, Amos, Archie and Raymond.

In the late 1920’s, Edward and Violet leased the current Horn’s Bar building and ran a pool hall and snack shop business which was to become the current Horn’s Gaslight Bar. After the prohibition era ended in 1933, Horn’s Bar was one of the first liquor licenses issued and was open year around and became a favorite of locals and tourists alike. The name of the business has changed a few times from The Palm Café, to simply Horn’s Bar, and currently to Horn’s Gaslight Bar. Ed Horn passed away in the early 1950’s and Patti’s Grandfather Amos, and Grandmother Nell ran the business till the late 1970’s. Her grandparents passed the business on to Patti and kept it in the family for a third generation. Patti and Steven have been running the business since 1979.

The Moskwa’s have worked to update the interior of the bar giving it the look of a turn of the century saloon since taking over the business. Prominent features include the tin ceiling and the old back bar which is a replica of an original Brunswick design, built by Holsinger Manufacturing of Kawkawlin, Michigan.

Horn’s is a full service bar/restaurant open for lunch and dinner, seven days a week from May through October. We are known as one of Mackinac Island’s favorite drinking saloons and nightspots with entertainment and dancing and have a seating capacity of 125. Horn’s is also a favorite for Mexican/Southwestern dining, along with our traditional American fare.

*The Yankee Rebel Tavern*

Built in 1995, the Yankee Rebel has gained a reputation of serving quality food in a comfortable setting. The theme of the restaurant is an early 1800’s tavern. A tavern at that time was a place to gather and meet with friends and dine. The décor includes a fireplace, period lighting and the rich wood tones of tables and chairs. Seating capacity is 145. Open for lunch and dinner seven days a week with a full service bar that offers a wide selection of wines by the glass. Group functions such as rehearsal dinners, wedding receptions, reunions, etc. are often held here as well.

The Yankee Rebel Tavern is named after Ambrose Davenport who was enlisted with the U.S. Army and assigned to Fort Mackinac on Mackinac Island in the late 1700’s. Upon leaving the Army he stayed on Mackinac, became a landowner, married and started a family living in the current west bluff area. When the War of 1812 started the British captured the Island and took control of the Fort Mackinac. They required all residents to swear allegiance to the English Crown. Ambrose and a few other prominent men of the island would not do so and were arrested by British and interred at Fort Detroit till the end of the war. When Ambrose refused he simply and proudly declared “I was born in America and am determined, at all hazards, to live and die an American citizen.” His wife and family remained on the Island. Mrs. Davenport was harassed and insulted by the British as they referred to her as “the wife of the Yankee Rebel”. Ambrose returned home to his wife and family in 1815 following the end of the
war and lived on his farm until he died at the age of 87 in 1858. His homestead still remains standing today.

Quality Statement

Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern’s primary objective upon opening the doors each day is to serve quality products in a comfortable atmosphere with friendly and professional service. Treat each and every customer as you would want to be treated when you dine out. Each employee should strive to uphold this standard, as his/her job performance will be measured by it.

General Information

Horn’s Bar
P.O. Box 514
Mackinac Island, MI  49757
(906) 847-6154, fax (906) 847-6155
www.hornsbar.com

Yankee Rebel Tavern
P.O. Box 1880
Mackinac Island, MI 49757
(906) 847-6249, fax (906) 847-6249
www.yankeerebeltavern.com

Owners – Patti Ann and Steven Moskwa
Restaurant Manager - Summer Sahm

Email Address – pamoskwa@earthlink.net
Email Address - summer_sahm@yahoo.com

Equal Opportunity Employer Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern does not discriminate according to race, color, creed or national origin. Each applicant’s opportunity for employment is based on his/her ability to perform the job.

Emergency Procedures in an Emergency Situation If a customer or fellow employee is ill or injured, notify the shift manager or office manager immediately. Try to keep the ill or injured person calm and relaxed. The manager will then take necessary actions (e.g. apply first aid, notify an owner, call an ambulance, etc.). 911 is the number to call in case of an emergency.

Employee Parking Employees are to park their bikes in city bike racks located behind the taxi stand, by Marquette Park on Turkey Hill Road or in front of The Yankee Rebel on Astor Street. There is NO parking behind or in the alley of the Yankee Rebel or in housing or hallways of housing.

LOCK YOUR BIKE AT ALL TIMES
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Section A – FOR THE RECORD continued…

Employee Entrance At Horn’s Bar, employees may enter through the front door or side kitchen door when reporting to work. At The Yankee Rebel Tavern, all employees are required to enter through the back kitchen door or side door, not through the front door.

Bulletin Boards General information such a employee schedules and other notices will be posted on
the bulletin board located in the kitchen of each restaurant. All employees should periodically check them.

**Personal Belongings** Employees are encouraged not to bring valuables into the restaurant. Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern are not responsible for personal belongings that are brought to work. All personal items are to be stored in the lockers at the Yankee Rebel Tavern in the basement for your use during your shift. You must supply your own lock. At Horn’s Bar, employees may keep their belongings in the employee bathroom, but they must be removed at the end of your shift. Do not keep items overnight in the employee bathroom or behind the bar.

**Use of Company Telephones** Employees are not permitted to make local or long distance personal calls. Incoming calls, except in emergency situations, will not be directed to employees. Messages will be taken and given to employees during their break-time. PLEASE ASK FAMILY AND FRIENDS NOT TO CALL DURING RUSH PERIODS - (12pm til 3pm and 5pm til 9pm). Each housing unit has a phone. Please give your family and friends that number.

**CELLPHONES** NO cell phones are allowed on your person during business hours (except management) This goes for the Front of the House & Back of the House. If you bring your phone to work leave it in your locker. Cell phones will be confiscated and given to Patti Ann and can be retrieved from her at the end of your shift.

**Hanging Around The Restaurant After Your Shift** After your shift, we ask that you do not stay at work and hang out and to talk to those who are still working. You are welcome to have a drink or a meal, but you must change out of your uniform shirt. If you are sitting at the bar or table and it gets busy you will be asked to leave to make room for our guests.

**Probation** All employees will be on probation for the first 14 days of their employment. Employment can be terminated during or after this period if the owners feel that you are not working up to their expectations.

**Grievances** If at any time an employee has a complaint or problem with a fellow employee or a shift manager, the employee should put their grievance in writing and present it to the manager. Grievances will be brought up to the owners at the earliest time possible.

---
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**Section A** – FOR THE RECORD continued…

**Re-employment of Former Employees** It is our policy not to rehire employees who have quit or have been terminated. Temporary employees or employees released due to a reduction in the work force can be rehired.

**Age Limitations** State Law mandates that staff must be at least 18 years of age to serve alcohol.

**Hours of Operation:** Horn’s - 10:30am until 2:00am, Yankee Rebel – 11:00am until 1:00am
Pay Period and Pay Day  The restaurants generate payroll on a biweekly basis. The pay period begins on Monday morning and ends on the following Sunday night. Checks will be given out every other Friday after 2:00PM. You may pick them up at the bar. Please do not ask for your paycheck early.

Payroll Deductions  Social Security tax, federal and state withholding taxes are deducted from each paycheck. These taxes are required by law. You are allowed to claim one exemption for each dependent (spouse, children and parents), including yourself, on your “W-4” form. Please report any change of address, marital status and number of dependents to the manager. If you live in our housing, with your approval, rent will also be deducted from each paycheck.

Overtime  Is paid to hourly employees who work more than 40 hours in a week. The pay rate for overtime is 1½ times regular pay. All overtime not scheduled must be approved in advance by an owner or manager, except in emergency situations.

Training Pay  During training, each new server will be paid minimum wage. The training period for most employees is 2 to 3 days. Tipped employees do not receive tips until they’ve finished their training.

Tipped Employees  who receive tips will have them reported each pay period as income on their paycheck. Those employees who have worked a group function will receive their tip in that pay period’s paycheck as long as the business has received payment for services. Do not anticipate receiving your tip the day of the function.

Work Schedules  It is every employee’s responsibility to check posted schedules. Schedules are posted in the kitchen of both Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern. Schedules sometimes change, so it is up to you to check it frequently.

You should arrive for your shift with enough time to make sure you’re ready to work when your shift begins. We suggest that you arrive 10 to 15 minutes before your shift begins so that you have time to get settled and ready for your shift. You should clock in when your shift begins and be ready to start work immediately.

You are not to change your schedule without first asking permission of an owner or the manager and receiving approval.

Section A – FOR THE RECORD continued…

Breaks Break times may be listed on the posted schedules. But every employee should remember there will be times when breaks have to be rearranged because of conditions inside the restaurant. If you take more than a 10 minute break you are to clock out. If you work a split shift, you are to clock out between shifts. Do not anticipate taking a meal or cigarette break between 12:00noon and 3:00pm or between 5:00pm and 9:00pm.

Housing  Our housing units are for our employees only. You could have from one to three roommates. Housing cost depends on your position with us. Housing rent ranges from $80.00 per week to $200.00 per week, depending on your position and the type of housing you are assigned. Rent will be deducted from your wages each pay period. You are expected to keep your housing clean and...
Everyone will be assigned a time or times to take the trash out or clean up the common areas of the unit they live in. All tenants of our housing are expected to pitch in. Parties are not allowed. You will be charged a cleaning/maintenance fee of $100.00. This will be deducted from your paycheck, $25.00 per pay period, beginning with your first full two week pay period. You may receive some of this fee back depending on what it costs us to have the carpets cleaned, or if there are any extra cleaning or repairs due to any damage that was caused by you. Whether or not you receive any amount back will be up to the discretion of the owners. If you decide that you do not wish to be in our housing any longer or you are leaving our employment, you must give us two weeks notice that you are leaving if you are to receive any of this fee back.

**Personal Mail** - Please do not use either restaurants’ address as your personal mailing address. We suggest you get your own PO Box and maybe share it with a friend or coworker. When your employment is finished please make sure to provide a forwarding address to the Post Office and with us. We do not forward mail that comes to our business address.

**Acceptable Forms of Payment:** Cash (U.S. & Canadian), American Traveler’s Checks, Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express. Check the card type being used before attempting to close out a check.

**Canadian** money or Canadian Travelers Checks - please convert to U.S. dollars first and then pay the bill with U.S. dollars. Ask the bartenders to convert the Canadian money; they will have the current exchange rate.

**Checks** - We do not accept out of town personal checks. We do accept checks from Island residents and other local residents who frequent our restaurants. These checks need to be drawn on local bank accounts and written for the amount of the bill. Always check with a manager first.

**Items For Sale** Hats, shirts, cigarettes and any other items we may sell from behind the bars are for sale at the price listed to our staff as well. These items are not discounted or free for the taking. Taking items from either business is considered theft and will lead to immediate termination.

**Customer Smoking** Both restaurants are non-smoking…please direct customers outside and away from the front doors, so smoke won’t blow back into the restaurant.

**Section B – WHAT HORN’S BAR AND THE YANKEE REBEL EXPECTS FROM YOU**

**Standards of Conduct**
Consistent with our Mission and values, it is important for all employees to be fully aware of the rules, which govern our conduct and behavior. In order to work together as a team and maintain an orderly, productive and positive working environment, everyone must conform to standards of reasonable conduct and policies of the Restaurant.

**AN EMPLOYEE INVOLVED IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CONDUCT MAY RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION UP TO AND INCLUDING IMMEDIATE TERMINATION WITHOUT A WRITTEN WARNING.**

1. Invalid Work Authorization (I-9 form)
2. Supplying false or misleading information to the Restaurant, including information at the time of application for employment, leave of absence or calling in sick.
3. Not showing up for a shift without notifying the Manager on duty. (No call, no show, no job)
4. Clocking another employee “in” or “out” on the Restaurant timekeeping system or having another employee clock you either “in” or “out.”
5. Leaving your job before the scheduled time without the permission of the Manager on duty.
6. Arrest or conviction of a felony offense.
7. Use of foul or abusive language.
8. Disorderly or indecent conduct.
9. Drinking before scheduled shift, on shift or on a break.
10. Theft of customer, employee or Restaurant property including items found on Restaurant premises.
11. Theft, dishonesty or mishandling of Restaurant funds. Failure to follow cash, guest check or credit card processing procedures.
12. Refusal to follow instructions.
13. Engaging in harassment of any kind toward another employee or customer.
14. Failure to consistently perform job responsibilities in a satisfactory manner.
15. Use, distribution or possession of illegal drugs on Restaurant property or being under the influence of these substances when reporting to work or during work hours.
16. Waste or destruction of Restaurant property.
17. Actions or threats of violence or abusive language directed toward a customer or another staff member.
18. Excessive tardiness.
19. Habitual failure to punch in or out.
20. Disclosing confidential information including policies, procedures, recipes, manuals or any propriety information to anyone outside the Restaurant.
21. Rude or improper behavior with customers including the discussion of tips.
22. Smoking or eating in unapproved areas or during unauthorized breaks.
23. Not parking in employee designated parking area.
24. Not entering and exiting the restaurant through approved entrance.
25. Failure to comply with Restaurant’s personal cleanliness and grooming standards.
26. Failure to comply with Restaurant’s uniform and dress requirements.

---

Safety

It is the responsibility of every employee to follow these safety rules:

- Report any unsafe conditions immediately to your manager.
- Report any injuries immediately to your manager.
- Report broken equipment immediately to your manager.
- Use flammable materials with caution.
- No practical jokes.
- Do not run within the restaurant, Walk!
- Do not throw ANYTHING!
- Please read the Employee Illness Plan/Policy at the end of section B.

Security

It is every employee’s responsibility to make Horn’s Bar and the Yankee Rebel Tavern a secure place for both customers and employees. Every employee should make sure that:

- Only employees and deliveries enter through the kitchen doors.
- The office is locked when not in use.
• Any suspicious persons are reported to a manager
• Personal items are not left out on counters, behind the bar or employee restrooms overnight, but stored in lockers or taken home
• Wait staff are not to leave their apron containing restaurant/tip money laying around

Customer Relations  We are here to serve our customers, it is THEY who PAY OUR WAGES and SALARIES. The customer is always right, but even when he/she is wrong you still need to be polite. Only a few customers will say things that are not polite. Don’t take it personal when a customer is rude and remember to hold your tongue. Arguing with or being rude to a customer will not be tolerated in our restaurants. If you have a potential problem, politely excuse yourself and immediately call a manager.

Serving Alcoholic Beverages  Per Michigan law, alcoholic beverages cannot be served to any persons under the age 21, or any persons who have been impaired by over-consumption of alcoholic beverages. It is the responsibility of each manager, server and bartender to enforce these laws. Failure to do so can result in your termination.

Checking ID  It is the responsibility of all servers and bartenders to thoroughly check identification of any customer attempting to purchase alcohol. Check any person less than 30 years of age or anyone who looks young. Many of the foreign workers only have their Passport as an ID. Check them carefully to match photo and birth date. Any questions with ID ask for assistance from manager on duty or bartender. Copies of passports or of any ID are not acceptable.

False ID Policy  If you are presented an ID and you are unsure of its real or fake, bring it to a manager on duty or bartender and they will assist you. We have ID books listing all the US and International driver licenses, personal identification cards and military ID. If we believe the ID to be false, the business will hold the ID and contact the local police to verify authenticity.

HORN’S GASLIGHT BAR
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Section B – WHAT HORN’S BAR AND THE YANKEE REBEL EXPECTS FROM YOU continued…

Monitoring Minors  There will be times when minors are in our restaurants. It is the responsibility of all staff to know who is of legal age in their sections. If some one joins a table you must check their ID to make sure they are of age to drink alcohol. All staff are to help monitor minors who may be attempting to consume alcohol.

Alcohol and Drugs  It is illegal to use, posses, buy or sell drugs in either business. Employees are prohibited from coming to work under the influence of alcohol or any controlled substance. It can be grounds for termination of employment. If you come in smelling of alcohol from the night before, you will be sent home. The use of over-the-counter or prescription medications should be brought to the attention of the shift manager. Drinking of alcohol during your shift or during your break is not acceptable.

Employee Smoking  Employees are allowed to smoke outside the kitchen at Horn’s Bar and The Yankee Rebel Tavern. Smoking is allowed only when an employee is on break. PLEASE WASH YOUR HANDS AFTER SMOKING!! NO SMOKING BREAKS…..between 12pm to 3pm / 5pm to 9pm
**Employee Bathroom and Lockers**  It is the responsibility of all employees to make sure that these areas are kept clean and organized. Do not use guest bathrooms, except in emergency. All personal items are to be stored in the lockers at the Yankee Rebel Tavern in the basement during your shift. You must supply your own lock. At Horn’s Bar, employees may keep their belongings in the employee bathroom, but they must be removed at the end of your shift. Do not keep items overnight in the employee bathroom or behind the bar. ALWAYS WASH YOUR HANDS AFTER USING THE BATHROOM!!

**Housekeeping**  Every employee is expected to do his/her part to keep the restaurant neat and maintain sanitation standards. Speak to a manager for the list of health department standards. If there is trash on the floor, please pick it up. If you see potential hazards do whatever is necessary to rectify.

**Appearance**  Each employee is required to begin their shift with a neat and clean uniform. All kitchen employees must wear a hair restrainer or a hat. Service employees’ hair should be neatly combed and tied back if shoulder length or longer. Male service employees should be clean shaven. Facial hair is to be trim and neat appearing. Uniform pants, shorts and shirts are to be ironed. Belts are to be worn with pants. Shoes are to be neat and clean. Open-toe shoes are not acceptable. Hair color of purple, red, green, pink, orange, blue or shades thereof are not acceptable. Two toned or multicolored nails are not acceptable. French manicures are acceptable. Multi ear, facial or tongue piercing are not acceptable. Bells are not considered jewelry nor are they to be worn on your uniform or shoes.

**Clocking In**  Employees are expected to clock in 5 to 10 minutes before their scheduled start time. Employees will not be paid for early clock-ins unless approved by a manager. Employees are required to be in uniform before punching in. This does not mean clocking in and then changing into your uniform. If you work a split shift, you are to clock out at the end of your first shift and clock in when you return to work. When you clock in, turn off your cell phone in your locker.

---

**Section B – WHAT HORN’S BAR AND THE YANKEE REBEL EXPECTS FROM YOU**  
continued…

**Sexual Harassment**
All of our employees have a right to be free from sexual harassment. Horn’s and/or the Yankee Rebel does not condone actions, words, jokes or comments that a reasonable person would regard as sexually harassing or coercive.

**Definition of Sexual Harassment**
Sexual harassment encompasses any sexual attention, from either gender, that is unwanted and is defined as unwelcome advances, requests for sexual favors, or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:
* Submission is made an express or implied term or condition of employment or status in a class, program or activity.
* Submission to or rejection of the behavior is used to make an employment or educational decision (such as hiring, promotion or grading a course).
* The conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with a person’s work or educational performance or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment for work or learning, including harassment in the workplace from an outside party, such as a vendor.
Sexual harassment may take many forms, for example:

* Physical assault.
* Direct or implied threats that submission to sexual advances will be a condition of employment, work schedule, promotion, job assignments, evaluation, wages or any other condition of employment.
* Direct propositions of a sexual nature.
* Comments of a sexual nature.
* Sexually explicit statements, questions, jokes or anecdotes.
* Unnecessary touching, patting, hugging or brushing against a person’s body.
* Remarks of a sexual nature about a person’s clothing, body, sexual activity or previous sexual experience.
* Employees need to be concerned not only with the intent of their actions of this kind but also the effects; while sexual harassment involves repeated, unwanted sexual attention, persons involved in isolated or inadvertent incidents demonstrate insensitivity toward others. Repeated occurrences will be considered intentional violations of the policy.

Section B – WHAT HORN’S BAR AND THE YANKEE REBEL EXPECTS FROM YOU…continued

**Outside Commitments**  It is our policy that our employees consider their position with us their first priority. If you wish to obtain a second job our policy is that it can not be in another bar or restaurant. You must confer with an owner to receive approval of a second job. Your work schedule for that job must not conflict with your work schedule with us.

**Lost and Found**  Any employee finding a lost or misplaced item should immediately turn it over to the shift manager or owner. Not turning in a lost or misplaced item to management can be grounds for termination of employment. Lost or left items will be put in the “lost and found” box. If you find an item of particular importance, such as money, a wallet, purse, credit card, etc., notify the floor supervisor. Items such as these are to be kept in the office with a note stating date, time and who found it. All lost and found items belong to the business and not to employees.

**Absenteeism and Tardiness**  Any employee who is constantly absent and/or late for work will have the matter brought up in a meeting with their manager or owner. It is hoped in this meeting the problem can be solved. Repeated absenteeism and tardiness will be grounds for termination of employment.

**Firearms**  State law prohibits firearms from being brought into the premises of this restaurant, by either customers or employees, except for properly licensed law enforcement officers. Firearms are not allowed in our housing. Disregarding this rule is a firing offense.

**Theft**  The theft of any item from our restaurants, a fellow employee or a customer will be grounds for
termination of employment. Lost or left items at work should be turned into the bartending staff and then placed in appropriate lost and found area. 

Note: Any employee convicted of criminal activity against this company or on the premises of either restaurant will be immediately terminated.

**Shift Duties**  It is your responsibility to do all shift duties as assigned. Repeated failure to do so will first result in disciplinary procedures and lastly in termination of employment.

**If You Plan To Quit**  If you decide to leave HORN’S BAR or YANKEE REBEL TAVERN we hope that you will give us 2 weeks notice. If you decide to quit, therefore not fulfilling your employment contract with us, you will not receive a bonus if such was part of your contract.

**If You Get Fired or Terminated**  Employees who are terminated because of policy violations or inadequate job performance will have their check mailed to them on the next regular pay day. Any accrued bonus hours if part of your contract will be lost. You must be out of our employee housing the next day by noon, the key and uniforms returned and your room must be clean for any consideration of a refund of your cleaning/maintenance fee. 

Note: All uniforms and keys belonging to the restaurant must be returned prior to issuing your last paycheck or the value will be deducted from that paycheck. The total of any outstanding advances or loans will also be deducted from your last paycheck. If your final paycheck does not cover all of what you owe you are still liable for it and are expected to make payment in a reasonable amount of time.

---
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**EMPLOYEE ILLNESS PLAN/POLICY**

All employees are legally responsible to inform management of these health conditions, either past or present. Managers must report these 4 to the local Health Department.

1. SALMONELLA    2. SHIGELLA    3. E. COLI    4. HEPATITIS A

This policy is to prevent sick employees from contaminating FOOD.

1. Employees are RESTRICTED from working with exposed food, cleaning of equipment, utensils and linens if they have the following symptoms:
   - Diarrhea, fever, vomiting, jaundice, or sore throat with fever.
   - Exposed lesions or boils containing pus or draining.
   - Asymptomatic and positive stool for S. typhi, Shigella or E. Coli.
   - Jaundice more than 7 days.
   - Persistent sneezing, coughing or runny nose.

Or if they MEET THESE HIGH RISK CONDITIONS:

- Prepared or ate food that made people ill.
- Ate other foods prepared by employees suspected of causing illness.
- Lives with someone that is ill.
- Lives with someone exposed to an outbreak.
2. Employees are EXCLUDED (employee is not allowed in any part of food establishment where there is a possibility of passing pathogens via food or person to person contact) if diagnosed with any of the BIG 4 – Salmonella, Shigela, E. Coli, Hepatitis A. Jaundice for 7 days or more – until medical clearance is attained.

ALL ILLNESS AND SYMPTOMS MUST BE REPORTED TO MANAGEMENT. YOU MAY NOT WORK IF YOU ARE IN THE ABOVE GROUPS UNTIL A PROPER MEDICAL REPORT IS OBTAINED.

This means: You are free of symptoms. You have written medical documentation – medical lab clearance. You are free of the infectious agent. You are no longer shedding organisms. Or if related to the BIG 4 – you have Regulatory Authority approval.

HORN’S GASLIGHT BAR
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Section C – WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM HORN’S BAR AND YANKEE REBEL TAVERN

Insurance, Unemployment Each of our restaurants pay into the state and federal unemployment insurance programs. In Michigan, your eligibility to receive unemployment benefits is based on if you have had sufficient wages during your base period to establish a claim & what is the reason why you are no longer working & whether you are eligible & qualified to draw benefits. Report to the Unemployment Agency nearest you to determine exactly whether or not you meet their criteria to collect benefits. Other states have other criteria. Check with your state’s Agency.

Insurance, Workers Compensation Every employee is covered by workers’ compensation insurance. If you are injured while you are working, it is imperative to report your injury to your manager at the time of injury. Your manager will determine if you should continue working or seek medical care.

Uniforms Kitchen employees are provided with clean uniforms on a daily basis. You are to return your shirts, pants and aprons to the dirty laundry bin at the end of your shift. Do not wear your uniform home. Service staff are required to supply at least two pairs of pants and shorts. We will provide you with two shirts. It is your responsibility to wash them and iron them. Do not have any of our staff do ironing for you while they are working their regular work schedule. Laundry and ironing of your uniform is available at an extra cost to you. You will need to make arrangements to have this done around their work schedule. Clean aprons are available on a daily basis. You are to return the aprons to the dirty laundry bin at the end of your shift. Socks are to be worn at all times. Shoes, not open-toed sandals are to be worn. Because you will be on your feet, shoes with a good arch support are recommended.

Employee Meals Employees of Horn’s Bar and Yankee Rebel Tavern may receive a 40% discount on their meal if they have worked or will work a full shift that day. Employee meal orders are to be given to and entered by a bartender. Eligible items for meals shall include appetizers, soup, salads, some but not all entrées and desserts. Alcoholic beverages are not included in the discount. When on duty,
employees may drink sodas or juice from the dispenser, coffee or tea and one glass of milk free of charge. Any other beverages must be paid in full at that time. No tabs will be allowed. We ask that you do not take your employee meal during our rush times: 12:00 noon to 3:00pm & 5:00pm to 9:00pm. You are expected to pay for your meal at the time you order it to the bartender and sign your slip. All employee meals must be entered in the Micros computer system. Kitchen staff won’t make meals unless a ticket prints in the kitchen.

**Reviews and Raises**  All employees are given a review by his/her manager after the first month of employment. Raises are given on the basis of merit, rather than length of service. Raises can also be given out periodically for superior job performances. Cost of living increases are given at the discretion of the owner.

**Promotions** Horn’s Bar & Yankee Rebel Tavern tries to promote from within whenever possible. As positions become available, qualified personnel will be given first chance to interview for the position. Notices will be posted on the bulletin board concerning the positions that need to be filled.
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**Section C – WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM HORN’S BAR AND YANKEE REBEL TAVERN**

**Advances and Loans** HORN’S BAR AND YANKEE REBEL TAVERN allows full-time employees to receive advances up to $50.00 per pay period with approval from the owners or office manager. Repayment in full is due when receiving next paycheck. Each advance must be paid before another advance will be allowed. Under special circumstances, Horn’s Bar or Yankee Rebel will lend money to employees over a longer period of time.

**Personal Time** Employees will be granted time off without pay for the following reasons:

- *Funerals*
- *Newborn Children*
- *Religious Holidays*
- *Jury Duty*

**Sick Leave** In the service business it is crucial to be completely staffed each and every shift. If you are sick we expect you go to the Medical Center. Upon returning to work you must present proof that you saw a doctor and that you can/cannot return to work. If you are sick we do not expect to see you out and around town, but at home resting and recuperating. If you can’t make it to work it is imperative to contact a manager as soon as possible, so we can reschedule other staff.

**The Three Strike Rule** Each employee is expected to conduct themselves in a respectable and professional manner. Willful violations of the policies listed in this section can result in the following:

- **Verbal Warning**: Used to inform the employee of a policy or rule violation listed on pages B -1 through B - 3. This verbal warning will be recorded by the shift manager and then placed in the employee’s personnel file.

- **Written Warning**: Used to inform the employee of a policy or rule violation listed on pages B -1 through B - 3. This written warning notice will be signed by the shift
manager and the employee and then placed in the employee’s personnel file.

**Termination**: An employee who continues to violate policies and rules will be terminated at owner discretion. A notice signed by an owner or office manager stating termination reason will be placed in the employee’s personnel file.
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**Section C – WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM HORN’S BAR AND YANKEE REBEL TAVERN**

**Employee Use of Social Media Websites**

Horn’s & the Yankee Rebel encourage their employees to enjoy and make good use of their off-duty time, however, certain employee activities may become a problem if they have the effect of impairing the work of another employee. Harassing, demeaning, or creating a hostile working environment for any employee, disrupting the smooth and orderly flow of work within the company, directly or indirectly disclosing confidential or proprietary information, or harming the goodwill and reputation of either restaurant among its customers or in the community at large may result in employee disciplinary action up to and including termination.

1. Employees may use social media (print, broadcast, digital, and online), in any way they choose as long as they do not violate this policy. Horn’s & Yankee Rebel reminds its employees that in their use of social media, both on and off duty, they are prohibited from postings that:

   a. reveal proprietary and/or confidential business information;

   b. contain discriminatory statements, harassing, demeaning or sexual remarks regarding co-workers, management, customers, or vendors;

   c. have the potential or effect of involving the employee, their co-workers, or Horn’s and/or the Yankee Rebel in any kind of dispute or conflict with other employees or third parties;

   d. interferes with the work of any employee or disrupts the smooth and orderly flow of work within the office, or the delivery of services to the company’s clients or customers;

   e. harms the goodwill and reputation of Horn’s and/or the Yankee Rebel among its customers or in the community at large.
2. No employee of Horn’s or the Yankee Rebel may use company equipment or facilities for furtherance of non-work-related activities or relationships without the express advance permission of the manager.

3. Employees who conduct themselves in such a way that their actions and relationships with each other could become the object of gossip among others in the office, or cause unfavorable publicity for Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel in the community, should be concerned that their conduct may be inconsistent with one or more of the above guidelines. In such a situation, the employees involved should request guidance from a manager to discuss the possibility of a resolution that would avoid such problems. Depending upon the circumstances, failure to seek such guidance may be considered evidence of intent to conceal a violation of the policy and to hinder an investigation into the matter.

4. Should you decide to use a blog or to create a personal blog, you must provide a clear disclaimer that the views expressed in the blog are the author’s alone, and do not represent the positions, strategies or opinions of Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel. These prohibitions apply to any posting or blogging occurring at any time, on any computer.

5. All information published on any employee blog(s) should comply with Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel confidentiality and disclosure of proprietary data policies. This also applies to comments posted on other social networking sites, blogs and forums.

6. Be respectful to Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel, co-workers, customers, clients, partners and competitors, and be mindful of your physical safety when posting information about yourself or others on any forum.

7. Your online presence can reflect on Horn’s and/or the Yankee Rebel. Be aware that your comments, posts, or actions captured via digital or film images can also affect our company image.

8. Do not discuss company clients, customers or partners without their express consent to do so.

9. Do not ignore copyright laws, and cite or reference sources accurately. Remember that the prohibition against plagiarism applies online. Horn’s and/or the Yankee Rebel systems may not be used for any illegal activity, including downloading or distributing pirated software or data.

10. Do not use any Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel logos or trademarks without written consent.

11. Employees must comply with any other policies on electronic communications.

12. Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel may monitor social networking sites.
13. This Social Media Use policy is not intended to interfere with any right or rights extended under the National Labor Relations Act.

The absence of explicit reference to a particular site does not limit the extent of the application of this policy. If no policy or guideline exists, Horn’s and/or Yankee Rebel employees should use their professional judgment and follow the most prudent course of action. Any questions concerning this policy, or violations of this Social Media Use Policy should be directed immediately to your supervisor or the General Manager.

Violation of this policy will subject an employee to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment, depending upon the circumstances.

Employees will complete and sign the following form during training onsite.

**HANDBOOK RECEIPT**

This Employee Handbook does not constitute a contract of employment either in whole or in part. The Company, reserves the right to add, delete, or change any portion of the Employee Handbook with or without notice.

**FOR THE EMPLOYEE’S INFORMATION:**

Your employment status: _______ Full Time _______ Part Time

Your position title: ______________________________________________________

Restaurant Manager’s Name: _____________________________________________

Your starting date: ______________________________________________________

I acknowledge receipt of, and have read, the Employee Handbook that outlines my benefits and obligations as an employee of Horn’s and the Yankee Rebel. I understand the Standards of Conduct and each of the rules and regulations which I am expected to follow, as well as the additional policies. I agree to abide by all of them.

All employees are expected to conform their conduct to the rules and regulations as set out in this handbook, and understand that they are at-will employees. The contents of any Employee Handbook, including this one, that may be distributed during the course of
their employment shall not be construed to be a contract or in any way binding. The Company reserves the right to change, at its discretion, the contents of this handbook.

POLICY STATEMENT

This handbook is a general guide and provisions of this handbook do not constitute an employment agreement (contract) or a guarantee of continued employment. It is simply intended to outline the benefits and work requirements for all employees. It is further understood that we reserve the right to change the provisions in this handbook at any time. It is policy of the Horn’s and the Yankee Rebel that employment and compensation of any employee is at will and can be terminated with or without cause, at any time, at the option of the employee or at the option of the Company.

POLICY AGREEMENTS

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the policies and disciplinary actions and that the policies apply to me, on Cell Phone use, Sexual Harassment and proper Social Media conduct as pertains to the company & its employees.

Your
Name____________________________________________________________Date________________

Your Signature___________________________________________

Managers
Name________________________________________________________Date____________________

Managers Signature__________________________________________________________